Series T-70

T-70
T-70

with symmetric table top, suitable
for 2 large ophthalmic instruments

with symmetric table top, suitable
for 1 large ophthalmic instrument,
picture shows optional castors

T-70
T-70
with asymmetric table top, suitable
for 1 large ophthalmic instrument

with special shaped table top for
1 large ophthalmic instrument plus
iMac Computer,
ideal for fundus camera Cobra or
Scheimpflug camera Sirius
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Instrument Tables

Series T-70
table base:
table top:
cover plates:

72 bis 115 cm

The fresh colour design of the T-70 table series
matches every interior perfectly.
RAL 7024 graphite grey
RAL 9003 signal white
RAL 9007 grey aluminium

The pleasantly shaped table tops are available in
different sizes, each suitable for your needs.
- Whether it's for one or two devices, with or
without a computer.

49 cm

The motor lifting column is very quiet and
reliable. Depending on the requirements it is
placed centrally or asymmetrically.
The modern concept of the T-70 gives you the
option to upgrade up to two practical cable
guides through the table top very easily.
Therefore the table top has prefabricated
perforations.
So all annoying power and data cables disappear
elegantly next to the device.

74 cm

93,2 cm

Schuko sockets to power your devices are
located directly below the table top.
Braked castors
accessory.

are

available

as

optional

52,2 cm

Specifications
height:
adjustment range:

72 cm bis 115 cm
43 cm

99 cm

80 kg without castors
50 kg with castors
with asymmetric column 80 kg without castors
40 kg with castors
230 V / 50 Hz
450 W / max 2,0A
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power supply:
connected load:

50,6 cm

Maximum table load
with central column

41,5 cm
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Instrument Tables

